Thickthorn Strategic Growth Location - South West Sector, Norwich
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Executive summary
The East of England Plan identifies Norwich as a key centre

From an aspirational perspective, the vision identifies sus-

for development and change. It requires that some 33,000

tainable access, housing, lifestyle and community benefits,

new homes are built in the Norwich Policy Area by 2021, refer-

easy access to quality jobs and significant environmental

ring to the placement of housing close to jobs and the need to

opportunities.

deliver a greater public transport related strategy representing
a significant change in modal shift.

As regards other available sites, the land at Thickthorn is the
only growth location in the South West Sector not to impact

At present, the Greater Norwich Development Partnership has

upon the unique character of existing settlements and

identified the South West Sector of Norwich as a potential

remains unconstrained by existing infrastructure and serv-

location for strategic growth.

ices associated with existing settlements. It’s aspirations for

This document promotes land at Thickthorn as a potential

sustainable transport and a live / work community cannot be

strategic growth location to deliver over 5,500 new homes.

matched anywhere else in the sector.

Gable Developments are offering 309 ha (765 acres) of land

As regards other strategic growth locations identified in the

under single ownership and control, available for immediate

Joint Core Strategy, it is believed that reliance on the North-

delivery.

ern Distributor Road is key to other sites to the North of the

As part of this proposal, the land put forward contains a 31 ha

Norwich Policy Area, the actual provision of which is some-

(76 acres) existing B1 (b) allocation for the extension of the

what uncertain at the current time.

Norwich Research Park along with a further 37 ha (90 acres)

Provision of a new settlement to the South of Norwich

of land adjacent to the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospi-

remains an unrealistic option in the plan period, largely due

tal identified for the development of the Norwich Medical Park

to location in relation to the road network, other physical

providing further quality employment opportunities.

infrastructure and the planning framework in relation to time.

The rare opportunity exists to utilise this “blank canvas” to

In conclusion, this proposal can deliver 5,500 homes, in

deliver something special, in spatial and social development

excess of 8,000 jobs, an integrated mixed live / work commu-

terms. With a large area of land linked to a sizeable knowl-

nity and the ability to live sustainably in a location on the

edge economy, an employment allocation of regional impor-

urban fringe of Norwich, with access to the best available

tance, a location within the best employment area in Norwich

transport infrastructure in Norfolk. This site is unconstrained

and the benefit of the best transport infrastructure in the

and can be delivered now.

County, delivery of this site is able to be focused on a vision
expressed through a commitment to all forms of best practice

It is believed these proposals represent a flagship develop-

in planning, design and transport.

ment concept acting as a gateway to Norwich, showing how
the city is at the forefront of best practice and embracing

This document puts forward a vision of a live/work community

modern standards to deliver the requirements of the RSS. It

that is well integrated and contains a critical mass of linked

also cements the position of the Norwich Research Park as a

residential, employment, retail, service, entertainment and lei-

leader in its field and confirms its ability to deliver world class

sure uses to reduce out-commuting and provide the ability to

facilities as part of its offering to the knowledge economy of

live and work in a sustainable environment.

Norfolk and beyond.

It also cites the use of best practice in the form of Transport
Orientated Development to deliver its sustainable transport
aspirations. The use of an existing Park and Ride facility that
will be developed under the proposal will deliver a mixed,
accessible, high-end and well integrated development with a
social conscience; providing travel to work, services and the
urban area.
From a physical perspective, the land at Thickthorn represents an available, easily serviced, deliverable and unconstrained location for accommodating sustainable growth that
is available for early delivery.
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Introduction
Lanpro Services Ltd have been retained by Gable Developments Ltd to promote land at Thickthorn as a suitable location
with the Norwich Policy Area to accommodate major strategic
mixed-use growth.
This document develops a vision for the landholding informed
by the Regional Spatial Strategy, Regional Economic Strategy
and the documents supporting the emerging Joint Core Strategy.
Within this document deliverability mechanisms are demonstrated and constraints upon development are analysed allowing this report to show how the site can be brought forward for
development within relevant timeframes.
The conclusions of this document are compared against other
competing sites in the Norwich Policy Area and more specifically against competing sites within the South West Sector
that are identified as preferred growth locations within the
emerging Joint Core Strategy.
This document demonstrates that the proposed urban extension at Thickthorn represents an available, easily serviced,
and unconstrained location for accommodating sustainable
growth that is available for early delivery.
The proposal will deliver over 765 acres (309 ha) of land suitable to accommodate in excess of 5,500 homes that are
linked by a dedicated public transport corridor to 8-10,000
jobs.
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Background
This “bid” document is submitted in response to the consultations being undertaken by the Greater Norwich Development
Partnership (GNDP) in respect of the Joint Core Strategy
Technical Consultation Regulation 25 document (August
2008) and the Joint Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (April 2008).
In spite of assertions to the contrary, this bid document has
been prepared against a background where decisions already
appear to have been taken in respect of where major growth
is to occur within the Norwich Policy Area as evidenced by:
• The three options set out in appendices 1-3 of the
Regulation 25 Consultation;
• The omission of our client’s site from the Joint Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), despite
appropriate representations having been submitted; and
• As a result of meetings held with representatives of the
Greater Norwich Development Partnership out of which has
emerged confirmation of the existence of a “road map”
confirming where strategic growth is to occur.
Our client has concerns about the content of both consultation
documents in relation to the principles of soundness, detailed
in PPS12, and which remain to be tested in a future examination in public (EIP).
Paragraph 4.52 of PPS12 states that to be sound a core strategy should be:
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.
One of the key tests of soundness to be examined are “alternatives”, and local planning authorities have to show that their
chosen approach is the most appropriate given reasonable
alternatives. To date there is no documentary evidence available to show that any reasonable alternatives have been considered in respect of the development location identified in
the south-west sector and there is therefore no clear audit trail
to show that the process has been followed.
This document sets out to promote our client’s site in the
absence of any attempt to consider it as a reasonable alternative to the options already selected.
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Vision Statement
1 The Current Situation
2 The Site
3 The Opportunity – Statement of Intent
4

What Will This Deliver on the Ground?
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The Current Situation
The East of England Plan requires that some 33,000 new

• That the sites are available for immediate delivery;

homes are built in the Norwich Policy Area (NPA), within which
the land at Thickthorn is located, prior to 2021.

• That service provision is available at the outset of
development; and

The Greater Norwich Development Partnership is seeking
suitable sites that are available and free from other develop-

• That the emphasis on final site selection is placed upon

ment constraints to deliver an additional 25,400 homes over

those locations that can be made available for immediate

and above existing commitments prior to 2026.

delivery and are free from other constraints.

This implies a house building completion rate of nearly 1,300

The Regional Economic Strategy (RES) for the East of Eng-

dwellings per annum within the NPA up to 2026 to meet the

land published Autumn 2008 contains a number of Policies to

RSS housing requirement.

shape economic growth priorities within the period up to
2031. The RES complements the East of England Plan and

The annual completion rate within the South Norfolk part of

its ambitions are consistent with the housing supply targets

the Norwich Policy Area for the period between 2001 and

set out in the East of England Plan.

2006 was about 328 dwellings per annum. This means that
annual house building rates within South Norfolk District,

The RES sets out a vision, bold targets and priorities to

during a period of relatively stable economic growth in a cli-

ensure that the economic development of the region can be

mate of highly flexible lending, have been at a much lower

driven forward to ensure that, where possible, it is able to

rate than the levels required to meet the house-building tar-

compete globally. The strategy shows where the region

gets as set out in the RSS.

wants to go and how it will get there. The strategy is owned
by the region, but will only be delivered through the collective

To meet RSS requirements in South Norfolk completion rates

work of political, business and community leaders and Insti-

will have to increase to over 900 per annum, a level of devel-

tutions. This suggests a clear need to work closely with the

opment almost three times that achieved within the first five

promoters of significant strategic development sites.

years of the policy period. The chances of achieving that level
of development, it is suggested, are extremely slim but in

The RES, under the sub-heading Innovation, requires that a

order to even hint at tackling that level of provision, a sufficient

positive planning approach be adopted by the Greater Nor-

number of sites have to become available for early develop-

wich Development Partnership to ensure that housing

ment. The RSS acknowledges this by stressing that existing

growth, infrastructure and utilities provision is made available

local plan policies should not overly constrain locations for

to major ‘knowledge-generating’ clusters such as the

new development.

extended Norwich Research Park, the Norfolk and Norwich
University Hospital and the University of East Anglia to

In order to meet future house building targets the strategic

ensure the continued growth of high value research and

growth locations must be chosen to ensure:

development activity and employment. This principle is also
enshrined within the GNDP Employment Study.

Planning area on the South West
side of Norwich
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Land availability
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The Site
This proposal seeks an allocation to develop some 309 ha
(765 acres) of land under single ownership and control and
available for immediate delivery for the development of a new
transport -orientated mixed use community.
Within this overall land holding is an allocation of 31ha (76
acres) of B1 (b) employment land safeguarded for the development of the Norwich Research Park (NRP), an existing scientific research and development cluster.
A further 37ha (90 acres) of land adjacent to the Norfolk and
Norwich University Hospital (NNUH) that is also located within
the site is proposed to be developed as the Norwich Medical
Park. The Norwich Medical Park is being developed in
response to demand from both the private and public sectors
to deliver increased services from this central location, building on existing as well as creating additional services.
It is clear that in this instance a rare opportunity exists to utilise this “blank canvas” to deliver something special, in spatial
and social development terms. With a large area of land linked
to a sizeable knowledge economy, an employment allocation
of regional importance, a location within the best employment
area in Norwich, and the benefit of the best transport infrastructure available in the County, delivery of this site is able to
be focused on a vision expressed through a commitment to all
forms of best practice in planning, design and transport.
The land being promoted for the development of a new community is under single ownership and is available for early
release into the process to assure delivery. The following sections of this report will demonstrate that the infrastructure and

Characteristic rows of trees

service capacity already exists to facilitate this proposal.
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The Opportunity - Statement of Intent

What Will This Deliver on the Ground?

The intent of this proposal is to demonstrate that the land at

Overall

Thickthorn is a sustainable strategic growth location having

This proposal can deliver approximately 5,500 homes and

regard to the requirements of the Regional Spatial Strategy

8-10,000 jobs at either end of a high frequency, high quality

(RSS) and Regional Economic Strategy (RES).

public transport corridor.

Having the fullest regard to delivering the key priorities identified in the RSS (that are the Norwich Research Park, ensur-

The land holding available for release has been correctly iden-

ing modal shift and development of the A11 corridor), the

tified in the Joint Core Strategy and, belatedly, within the Stra-

intent is to provide a live/work community created using an

tegic Housing Land Availability Assessment as having

appropriate mix of uses and at a critical mass necessary to

residential growth potential. The northern part of the site is

sustain the required infrastructure and services.

also identified in the ‘saved’ elements of the adopted South
Norfolk Local Plan as being suitable for major employment

Our overall aim is to adhere to global best practice in settle-

growth.

ment design, based on the idea of Transport Orientated
Development (TOD). The use of this concept will deliver a

The site identified is the only growth location in the South

mixed, accessible, high-end and well-integrated development

West Sector that if developed, would not have an adverse

with a social conscience.

impact upon the unique character of existing settlements. The
site is unconstrained by existing infrastructure and service

This provides the opportunity for self-contained linked com-

capacity constraints unlike the other options for growth within

munities as urban extensions respecting the settlement pat-

the South West Sector.

tern that exists in this part of Norwich; allowing the basis for a
live/work community that is well integrated and contains a

This proposal delivers all the key elements contained within

critical mass of live/work, shops, services, entertainment and

the criteria expressed in the RSS, RES, the Joint Core Strat-

leisure uses to reduce out-commuting.

egy (JCS) and complies fully with current government guidance.

As a result of forward thinking, this location can provide further economic and social growth potential, as a direct result of

In addition, it is believed the major growth proposal will locate

a comprehensive design and concept.

a flagship strategic development within a gateway into the
City of Norwich, showing exactly how the city is at the fore-

For this process to deliver the desired result, it is critical that

front of best practice and willing to embrace modern stand-

residents and workers travel and lifestyle patterns are shaped

ards to deliver the requirements of the RSS and RES. It also

at the point of occupation and that full use is made of the

cements the position of the Norwich Research Park as a

opportunity presented in this document, rather than just deliv-

leader in its field and confirms its ability to deliver world class

ering another standard housing development; representing a

facilities as part of its offering to the knowledge economy of

lost opportunity.

Norfolk and beyond.

It is fundamental to the overall concept that energy efficiency

Transport and Access

in construction and in the use of buildings be integrated within

It is proposed to develop a new Park and Ride facility of some

the fabric of the design.

3,000 parking spaces that will improve the viability, frequency
and quality of the existing bus service to Thickthorn through

All of this will deliver the ability to truly live sustainably – not

increased patronage. The service improvement is achieved

just pay lip service to a concept.

by locating a critical mass of public transport users at Thickthorn, thus enabling an early and late service to be provided
outside normal working and shopping hours.
Using best practice Transport Orientated Development (TOD)
techniques drawn from Europe and the United States, it is
hoped to further the aims of sustainability by using this development opportunity to shape land use and drastically reduce
the need to travel by car.
This requires that sustainable mass transit infrastructure is
available for use at the point of initial occupation of all living
and work spaces to ensure that travel patterns are shaped
from the outset.
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The urban extension area will be designed and the uses laid

Following the principle “Homes for All”, it is proposed to con-

out to positively encourage walking and cycling by all sec-

struct a large number of ‘life-time’ homes and flexible work

tions of the community to improve health and well-being and

spaces that can be adapted over time to meet the needs of all

to further the aims of sustainability.

sections of the community. The emerging proposals also provide for specific house types to meet an identified need ; from

The improved bus-based travel infrastructure planned to

starter homes to retirement living, accessible properties for

serve the Thickthorn urban extension can also be used to

disabled individuals or for families with a disabled child or

facilitate further modal shift through positively affecting the

adult, and affordable properties that are well integrated to fur-

travel patterns of staff employed at, and visitors to, existing

ther the aims of social inclusion.

uses at the Norwich Research Park (NRP), the Norfolk and
Norwich University Hospital (NNUH) and the University of

The opportunity also exists to develop a unique educational

East Anglia (UEA).

resource within the community in the form of an Academy, or
similar, to develop strong educational links to existing and

Poor levels of existing public transport provision and service

future research organisations present within the expanded

already places undue restriction on the institutions and

Norwich Research Park and Norfolk and Norwich University

organisations at the existing NRP. There are over 12,000

Hospital sites. This will help feed the knowledge economy and

employees already on site and plans are to grow that number

provide additional opportunities to providers of education and

significantly, potentially to 20,000. This proposal is offering

the people of Norfolk.

the only available step change to the infrastructure in the
area. This will remove the restriction on existing road capac-

With a vision to deliver a truly sustainable community, careful

ity and allow delivery of the NRP and related development to

thought will be given to a long list of considerations, all of

come forward and meet the vision of the RSS. There is no

which are key to the overall success of the vision:

other option that can deliver this vision as part of the Joint
Core Strategy.

• Education – Primary and Secondary

It is this focus on transport and access through the scheme

• Leisure Activities;

design process that will minimise any potential traffic impact

o Multi use Games Area;

upon the wider highway network resulting from the proposals

o Sports and Leisure Centre;

at Thickthorn. This is discussed below.

o Bowling Green;
o Cricket Pitch and Pavilion;

Housing, Lifestyle and Community

o Playing fields;

There is an opportunity to create an integrated live/work com-

o Children’s play areas;

munity centred around high quality employment provision

o Skateboard Park;

within the existing and proposed Norwich Research Park,

o Teenage Hangout ;

University of East Anglia and Norfolk and Norwich University

o Kick About Area;

Hospital sites. It is believed that the development of a mixed

o Tennis Courts;

use live/work community close to the existing scientific

o Eco Park;

research and development cluster is a unique opportunity in

o Country Park;

the Norwich Policy Area.

o Fishing Lakes;
o Golf Course; and

It has long been acknowledged that the built quality of the

o Trim Track.

places where people live and work can be improved. It is
possible in this instance to develop mixed tenure communi-

• Community facilities:

ties each with unique built identities to further civic pride and

o Community Centre;

foster social inclusion. This is a goal to be set for the pro-

o Library;

posed development and the use of best practice as advo-

o Police station;

cated in this instance will deliver this vision.

o Fire Station;
o Allotments;

In addition, a full range of accessible convenience shops,

o Places of worship;

services, entertainment and leisure facilities will be provided

o Burial ground;

in the new community to meet the needs of the resident and

o Doctors and dental practices;

working population.

o Banks and building societies;
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o Cafes and restaurants;

The Environment

o Pubs and bars;

The following key environmental considerations will be devel-

o Nursery, crèche and/or child care uses;

oped in the overall vision for the development of Thickthorn

o Food and convenience stores;

urban extension:

o Spa and gym; and
o Vets Surgery.

• The need to minimise the loss of undeveloped land
and conserve best and most versatile agricultural land;

• The Environment
o Green Infrastructure;
o The use of renewable energy;

• The need to minimise the negative impacts of built
development within low grade agricultural land;

o Walkways, segregation, surveillance, hidden cars, etc
o Cycle Routes, bike hire scheme;
o Use of energy reduction techniques in construction,
buildings and lifestyle;

• The need to protect and not detract from the character,
spatial development pattern and built quality of existing
settlements in close proximity to the urban extension area;

o Bio-diversity corridors to be developed and protected;
o Sustainable urban drainage and water harvesting and
management systems;

• The need to protect the settled open landscape character of
the area surrounding the new extension area;

o Efficient use of locally sourced materials in
construction; and
o The use of design codes to ensure high quality design
and development.

• The need to mitigate the effects of traffic on the
environment, specifically to reduce the need to travel by
motor car to access residential and employment
opportunities; and

Work and Economic Factors
The following key aims and objectives will be developed in
the overall vision for the development of new employment

• The ability to deliver a benchmark in energy efficient
residential and employment development.

areas at Thickthorn:
• The development of employment activities around 		
the Norwich Research Park and Norfolk and Norwich
University Hospital to further encourage and sustain
economic growth in the Region;
• Encourage and accommodate indigenous growth and
inward investment promoting a positive image for Norfolk;
• Improve the perception of Norwich as a centre for 		
excellence in plant, food, climatology and health sciences
in a global market place to encourage further inward
investment;
• Maximise natural surveillance across public areas 		
including walking and cycling routes to maximise walking
and cycling to work;
• Offering opportunities for all sections of the new community
to be employed in rewarding and satisfying employment;
and
• Improving accessibility to essential services for all sections
of the existing working population at the wider Norwich
Research Park and Norfolk and Norwich University
Hospital.
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Site Context
and Appraisal
1

Site Location

2

Site Context

3 Transport and Access
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Site Location
The area of land identified as being suitable to accommodate
major strategic growth in the form of a new urban extension to
Norwich is located on the south western edge of the City of
Norwich.
The site comprises some 309 ha (765 acres) of low-grade
agricultural land that is bisected from east to west by the A47
Southern Bypass.
The northern part of the site is some 87 ha (215 acres) and is
located north of the A47 Southern Bypass on land adjoining
the existing Norwich Research Park where scientific research
and other employment developments exist including:
• University of East Anglia (UEA);
• John Innes Centre for research and training in plant
and microbial sciences (JIC);
• Sainsbury Laboratory for plant pathology and molecular
biology;
• Institute of Food Research (IFR);
• Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital (NNUH);
• Genome Centre linked to the JIC; and
• The IT Innovation Centre.
The principal access to the northern area is via the B1108
Watton Road which forms the northern boundary of the site.
The site is bisected north to south by the existing Hethersett
Lane.
The southern part of the site is a triangular shaped parcel of
land, 159 ha (392 acres) in area, located immediately south of
the A47 Southern Bypass and bounded to the north by the
existing road alignment. The site is bounded to the south by
the existing B1172 Norwich Road and to the west by the existing Hethersett Lane. A futher (64 ha) 158 acres of land
between Little Melton and the A47 Sourthern Bypass is available for release should additional settlement expansion be
required either immediately or to meet future needs.
Hethersett Lane provides a direct link over the A47 Southern
Bypass between the northern and southern parts of the site.
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Site Context
The northern and southern areas of the linked site, identified

Park and Ride

for strategic growth, are located either side of the A47 South-

The site has an excellent public transport advantage being

ern Bypass, adjoining existing and planned employment areas

located immediately adjacent to the existing Thickthorn park

at the Norwich Research Park, University of East Anglia and

and ride site.

the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital. To the north is
the rural Norwich fringe village of Little Melton with the village

The existing Park and Ride infrastructure provides a regular

of Hethersett to the south.

12-minute priority bus service linking the proposed strategic
growth area with the city centre.

Norwich Policy Area
The entire site is located within the defined Norwich Policy

Landscape character

Area. The urban area of Norwich including the fringe parishes

The southern part of the site to the south of the A47 Southern

are the focus for accommodating major growth as outlined in

Bypass, is within an established rural settlement pattern.

the East of England Plan.
The character of the rural area surrounding the southern part

Norwich Research Park

of the extension area is described as the “Wymondham Set-

The area around the existing Norwich Research Park is identi-

tled Plateau” in the South Norfolk Landscape Character

fied in the East of England Plan as a key location for signifi-

Assessment. This area is defined as a settled agricultural

cant employment growth.

landscape above the 40m AOD contour with large towns and
villages at the edge of the plateau and smaller settlements

Some 31 ha (77 acres) of land adjacent to the existing Nor-

dispersed across the plateau.

wich Research Park, and within the site, is already allocated
for the expansion of the Norwich Research Park in the ‘saved’

The northern part of the site, to the north of the A47 Southern

South Norfolk Local Plan.

Bypass, is within an area with a different landscape character
to that south of the A47 Southern Bypass forming part of the

The land allocated for the expansion of the Norwich Research

extension area. This area is described as a settled open

Park forms part of the urban extension proposal and is availa-

landscape characterised by agricultural use and classified as

ble for immediate delivery. A planning application to further

Yare Tributary Farmland and Parkland in the recent South

this intent is currently in preparation.

Norfolk Landscape Assessment.

Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital

The South Norfolk Landscape Assessment states, in respect

The eastern boundary of the site abuts the Norfolk and Nor-

of the overall landscape character of the entire urban exten-

wich University Hospital.

sion area, that “The Norwich Southern Bypass and A11
Wymondham Road trisect the landscape and the area is also

Some 37 ha (90 acres) of low grade agricultural land sur-

traversed by the main Norwich – Cambridge railway line.

rounding the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital has long

These routes create corridors of movement and noise in this

been seen as future expansion for the existing hospital. This

otherwise peaceful landscape.”

land forms part of the urban extension proposal and is available for immediate delivery.

It is therefore concluded that the landscape character setting
of the area surrounding the entire site is that of a settled open

Trunk Road Network

landscape characterised by agricultural use.

The site is located at the intersection of the A11 and A47 trunk
roads within the A11 road corridor.

It is also concluded that a large settlement in the southern
part of the site would only fit with the existing landscape char-

The A11 and A47 Southern Bypass enable access from the

acter and settlement pattern of the area if it was located

site onto the wider strategic road network.

either at or below the existing 40m AOD contour level. The
Thickthorn urban extension has been designed to respect

Although planned, high quality public transport improvements

this overall key development constraint.

are essential to deliver high levels of sustainable growth, it is
recognised that some future residents, occupiers and other
businesses will require direct access to the trunk road network
for essential car trips, servicing requirements and the movement of freight.
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Transport and Access
Transport/ highways
A Transport Assessment in support of the proposed development of land at Thickthorn, Norwich Research Park (NRP)
and the Norwich Medical Park (NMP) is currently being prepared.
A Scoping Study has been submitted to Norfolk County Council that takes into consideration comments received from the
local highway authority and the Highways Agency as authority
for the Trunk Road network. It also takes account of impact
assessment methodology based upon the subsequent data
received and additional discussions with Norfolk County
Council and their highway consultants Mott MacDonald.
The purpose of the Scoping Study is as follows:
• To provide a brief summary of current travel demands,
• To provide an outline description of the development
proposed; and
• To provide a description of the proposed strategy for
providing an integrated and balanced transport system to
serve the existing and proposed developments on the
overall site; and
• To provide a scope for the Transport Assessment in terms
of the process by which the transport impact of the
proposals will be undertaken.
The scoping study response will inform the overall strategy to
accommodate travel demand from the new development and
facilitate a modal shift from an existing predominantly carbased demand within the area to one of a balance of sustainable travel modes. On this basis, it is proposed to build a new
Park and Ride to be extended into the site to provide high
quality non-car access to the centre of the development area.
This provides a high specification access strategy to the area,
freeing up capacity on the existing road network and enabling
space to be allocated within the area to non-car modes of
travel, such as improved footways and cycleways.
The access stategy associated with the emerging Thickthorn
extension area is designed to develop the existing public
transport advantage of the site and to minimise, as far as possible, impacts resulting from additional car based travel upon
the surrounding road network. The surrounding road network
is appraised in the following section.

Local transport conditions
An assessment of the local transport conditions on the road
network surrounding the site is being undertaken; The existing cycle and pedestrian facilities, public transport provision,
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vehicular accessibility and transport policy is being examined

Highways impact - further assessment works

in order to establish the base local transport conditions.
Public Transport
Existing Public Transport Provision

Existing commercial bus capacities are currently being

The existing public transport provision is being further

assessed. Discussions with NCC Passenger Transport Group

assessed in order to synergise with the development propos-

will determine potential enhancements to the existing service

als to generate a successful transport strategy.

to accommodate the forecasted increase in bus patronage.
Bus stop facilities will also be fully considered in order to

The Norfolk County Council Passenger Transport Group will

ensure that all local bus stops are of a high standard and

be consulted in order to identify potential opportunities and

accessible to all to further support this mode of transport.

issues in the local area, and refine any proposals / mitigation
that may be required as part of the overall transport strategy.

Vehicular Impact
The mixed use urban extension proposal will generate more

Vehicular Accessibility

vehicles which will affect junctions surrounding the site. The

The following junctions are located within close proximity of

positioning of the proposed Park and Ride will attract vehicu-

the proposal site and therefore considered to be significant to

lar trips from the south and the A11 corridor. Therefore the fol-

the proposals. Vehicular traffic impact is assessed.

lowing junctions will be assessed for the purposes of vehicular
capacity;

A47 / A11 Junction – The Thickthorn Interchange
The Thickthorn Interchange is located south-east of the site. It
is a part-signalised, grade separated roundabout interchange

• A47 / Watton Road Interchange – grade separated dumbbell
interchange;

between the A47 and the A11. The junction also serves the
B1172 Norwich Road which provides access to the Thickthorn
Park & Ride and a service area. The B1172 arm of this junc-

• A11 / A47 Interchange (Thickthorn) - part signalised grade
separated roundabout interchange; and

tion is not signalised. The A47 runs in an east – west direction
across the county from Kings Lynn to Great Yarmouth by-

• Watton Road / Colney Lane - signalised junction.

passing south of Norwich. The A11 links the M11 south of
Cambridge with Norwich.
The existing Thickthorn Park & Ride provides 786 parking
spaces and a 12-15 minute journey into the city centre for
commuter based vehicle trips ideal for working or shopping.
The Park & Ride is staffed during its opening hours of 0600 –
2000HRS; it offers secure car and cycle parking with CCTV,
sheltered waiting areas and toilet facilities.
The A47 and A11 trunk roads are the main routes in to Norwich from the west and south respectively and therefore the
junction is highly trafficked, particularly during network peak
periods. Traffic flow data has been obtained from Norfolk
County Council in order to assess the impact of the proposals
on this junction.
A47 / B1108 Watton Road Junction
The A47 / B1108 junction is a grade separated dumbbell interchange situated north-west of the site. The B1108 Watton
Road is a relatively minor road west of the junction, serving
surrounding villages. However to the east it provides a major
link into the city centre. A signalised junction with Colney Lane
provides the principal access to the existing employment site.
The B1108 can become very congested particularly during
network peak periods. Traffic flow data has been obtained
from Norfolk County Council to assess the impact of the proposals.
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The Need for Development

East of England Plan

The policy review analyses the current statutory planning

The East of England Plan was published in May 2008. This

framework and emerging documentation produced by the

contains the Regional Spatial Strategy for the East of Eng-

Greater Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP). Conclu-

land. It covers the period to 2021 but sets a vision, objectives

sions are drawn in respect of the site’s suitability for develop-

and core strategy for the longer term.

ment when measured against policy requirements.
Policy NR1 of the East of England Plan identifies Norwich as

The Need for Development

a Key Centre for development and change. It recognises that

The needs case arises out of the Regional Spatial Strategy

road and rail links are improving, particularly on the A11 corri-

(The published East Of England Plan – May 2008) which sets

dor. One of the specific aims of the policy is the requirement

out the housing and employment requirements for the area

to provide for at least 33,000 net additional dwellings in the

between 2001 and 2021.

Norwich Policy Area in the twenty year period 2001-2021.

Policy SS2 sets out the overall spatial strategy which is:

The Norwich Policy Area covers the urban area, the first ring
of villages and the market town of Wymondham (paragraph

In seeking the more sustainable relationships described in

13.68 of the East of England Plan). Policy H1 of the plan clari-

Policy SS1 the spatial strategy directs most strategically sig-

fies that district allocations should be regarded as minimum

nificant growth to the region’s major urban areas where:

targets to be achieved rather than ceilings not to be exceeded.
It also requires Local Planning Authorities to facilitate the

• strategic networks connect and public transport accessibility

delivery of the required housing provision through their Local

is at its best and has the most scope for improvement; and

Development Documents, and by determining planning applications.

• there is the greatest potential to build on existing
concentrations of activities and physical and social

The housing allocations for the area are:

infrastructure and to use growth as a means of extending
and enhancing them efficiently.

• Norwich City 14,100
• Broadland District 12,200

These guiding principles tilt in favour of the growth location

• South Norfolk 11,200

proposed in this document because it is closer to the region’s
major urban area - Norwich. The aim to promote significant

District totals for Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk are

growth in any of the first ring of villages outside the Norwich

indicative only and may be varied by mutual agreement pro-

Urban area does not fulfil the principles established by Policy

vided they sum to 37,500.

SS2. The candidate site, the subject of this bid document, is
well placed to connect with and improve upon public transport

A further specific aim of the policy is to achieve a major shift in

accessibility, and has the greatest potential to improve it. Sec-

emphasis across the Norwich Policy Area towards travel by

ondly, it is better positioned to build on the existing concentra-

public transport, cycling and walking.

tions of physical and social infrastructure as the means of
extending and enhancing them efficiently.

The policy refers to specific locations where provision is to be
made for employment growth, one of these being: “...Colney/
Cringleford (expansion of the research park reserved for
research and development, higher education, and hospital/
health related uses)...”
The East of England Plan is specific that current local plan
policies should not constrain inappropriately the build-up of
the house building rate while development plan documents
which give effect to the RSS are put in place (paragraph 5.4).
In response to these policy imperatives contained within the
RSS, the land at Thickthorn, which has already been the subject of major representations to the Greater Norwich Development Partnership, is put forward as an option for
accommodating a major element of the growth required within
the Norwich Policy Area to meet the RSS objectives and
development requirements.
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The Regional Economic Strategy for
the East of England (RES) 2008-2031
The land the subject of this bid document is the only location

This strategy states that the East of England has the opportu-

within the South Norfolk section of the NPA to have a direct

nity to be at the forefront of a new era in the “knowledge econ-

relationship with a major, identified employment allocation

omy”, on a global level. Private sector R & D accounts for a

which is within the same land ownership and capable of being

higher proportion of economic output than in any other UK

delivered as a single entity within the specified policy period.

region.

It represents an urban extension, on greenfield land and is
capable of accommodating and delivering circa 5,500 dwell-

The RES states that to prosper the region needs to increase

ings over the policy period in conjunction with the delivery of

innovation activity in all businesses. It sees the region and its

the major employment expansion proposed at the Norwich

key cities as ‘knowledge generating’ rather than ‘knowledge

Research Park.

using’ locations.

The site is ideally placed to deliver a public transport access

Priority 3 of the RES deals with strengthening clusters around

strategy, a further significant key aim of the East of England

leading private sector R & D companies and research-inten-

Plan.

sive universities. During the lifetime of the strategy, the RES
stresses the need to focus on the sectors and clusters in

The location is sited within the A11 corridor, identified in the

which the region has existing or potential international advan-

East of England Plan as a major factor influencing the growth

tage.

potential of Norwich. This is an important consideration given

To retain, attract and nurture companies at the forefront of

that the A11 already acts as a conduit for linkages to the

innovation and R&D, the region needs to develop networks

regional/national road network.

and a leading innovation infrastructure. This includes ‘thirdgeneration’ science parks and business infrastructure linked
to major R&D companies, institutes and research-intensive
universities. Beyond high-quality commercial, research Innovation and incubation space, these parks and enterprise hubs
will offer businesses access to technology expertise, skilled
labour pools, finance providers, support services and networks.

Settlements and growth strategy,
East of England Plan

Engines of growth
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South Norfolk Local Plan
Under a Direction of Paragraph 1(3) of Schedule 8 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, a number of

“Research and development uses at Norwich Research

“saved policies” became effective on 27 September 2007. All

Park

the following policies remain extant for a period of three years

Planning permission will be granted for research and

from the foregoing date:

development uses on land shown on the Proposals Map
at the Norwich Research Park, Colney, provided that:

Policy EMP1 allocates 35 ha of land at the Norwich Research
Park at Colney. The previous local plan, the Norwich Area

The design and layout of all such development, includ-

Local Plan (NALP) allocated an area of 20 hectares for

ing any proposals for the extension, infilling or develop-

research and development uses, which was carried forward

ment of existing buildings respects the layout, scale

and reallocated in this plan. In addition 15 hectares at Colney

and quality of the existing Research Park buildings,

Hall was also allocated as an extension to the Norwich

where appropriate, and contributes positively to their

Research Park, together, the two sites form the 35 hectare

landscape setting.

allocation detailed in policy EMP 1. Further detail concerning

Any planning permission granted for development at the

this allocation is covered by policy COL 1 and supporting text,

Norwich Research Park will be limited to that falling

as well as Local Plan Inset Map 16.

within class B1(b) of Part B of the Schedule to the
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987

A 14 hectare contingency reserve was also proposed for the

(and the equivalent class in any successor Order), or to

Norwich Research Park (policy COL 2) as well as 5 hectares

that which is ancillary to existing buildings and uses

for hospital expansion (policy COL 4). Both of these are also

on the same site, and conditions will be imposed to this

shown on Inset Map 16.

effect.”

Policy ENV 7 in the Local Plan identifies Colney as one of the

The purpose of this policy, as explained in the local plan, is to

main locations for development in the Norwich Area. As a

meet the needs of users covered by Classes B1(b) elements

result a development limit was delineated around the settle-

of the policy. The allocation is not intended for the usual

ment.

range of B1 Use Class uses, and it is further intended to
refuse changes of use to other activities falling within the B1

Within the Development Limit, under normal circumstances,

Use Class.

new development is to be permitted.
Policy COL2 of the South Norfolk Local Plan allocates a
sOutside the Development Limit, proposals for new develop-

contingency reserve of 14 hectares of land located between

ment were to be assessed against policy ENV 8 and other

Hethersett Lane and Watton Road (B1108). The aim of this

specific Local Plan policies where appropriate.

reserve is to enable land to be brought forward for development within the local plan period only where the uses pro-

Outside the Development Limit a number of landscape poli-

posed cannot be located on other allocated land owing to the

cies protect the setting of the area from inappropriate devel-

size of site required, or where there are specific end user

opment. These include the river valley landscape (policy

requirements or where existing sites are already committed.

ENV 3, the Norwich Southern Bypass Landscape Protection

The policy also requires specific design criteria to be met and

Zone (policy ENV 6) and the historic parkland at Colney Hall

uses will again be restricted to Class B1(b) only.

(policy ENV 5).
Policy COL3 outlines the transportation requirements necesThe NRP allocation is an extension to the existing NRP, along

sary to achieve the development of the NRP allocation.

with an additional 15 hectares of land at Colney Hall. The

Among these are: the provision of footway/cycleway links

NRP extension is adjacent to the new Norfolk and Norwich

within the NRP and with the hospital and to new housing

University Hospital. A development brief for the NRP has

developments; public transport services; a green travel plan;

been prepared but remains unadopted (see below). The

local highway improvements and traffic management meas-

intention is that it will be published as Supplementary Plan-

ures into the City Centre.

ning Guidance (now SPD).
Policy COL4 allows for the expansion of the Norfolk and
Policy COL 1 sets out the policy background to the NRP in

Norwich University Hospital with the allocation of 5 hectares

the local plan:

of land between the hospital and Hethersett Lane.
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• Sites in and around the Norwich urban area

In the context of this document, the proposals implement the

(including new urban extensions) (our emphasis); then

foregoing Local Plan policies by bringing forward the land
allocated for the extension of the existing Norwich Research
Park. In that respect the proposals ensure that a major

• Market towns; then

employment site is released for development along with
associated housing and public transport infrastructure as

• Key service centres; then

required by the overall strategy.
• Larger villages; then
In terms of the remaining land, the subject of this bid document, the Local Plan shows it within an area designated as

• Limited development elsewhere

Norwich Southern Bypass Landscape Protection Zone (Policy
ENV 6) and within a Strategic Gap (Policy ENV2).
Policy ENV6: Areas which contribute to maintaining the
landscape setting of the Southern Bypass of the City
“Inappropriate development” and any other development
within the Norwich Southern Bypass Landscape Protection Zone, as shown on the Proposals Map, which would

Local Plan Colney and Cringleford
march 2003
N
0

500 Metres

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance
Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceedings. South Norfolk Council, Licence number 100019483 May 2004.

undermine the landscape quality and openness of zone,
or which would lead to the bypass (or any section of it)
becoming the outer development boundary of the City,
will not be permitted.”

Inset Map September 2004 Revision
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Norwich Area by providing sustainable public transport infrastructure and development in line with current government
policy imperatives.
The Issues and Options Paper of the emerging LDF suggested a hierarchy of where new housing sites should be
found. These were:
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Norwich Research Park SPD

Sustainability Appraisal/ Strategic
Environmental Assessment

At the time of writing this document remains in preparation. It

This document was produced in January 2007. It relates to

has been through at least three drafts and is understood to be

the South Norfolk LDF as proposed to be progressed prior to

undergoing further revision.

the conjoined LDF process announced via the RSS requiring
a joint LDF to be produced by the constituent authorities for

Its general purpose is to provide guidance on how Local Plan

the Greater Norwich Area. It is unclear whether or to what

Policy is interpreted by the local planning authority in order to

extent the SA/SEA needs to be revised to cater for the change

advise on the detail of a planning application. The intention is

in approach at the strategic level, and to what extent its influ-

to adopt the brief as a Supplementary Planning Document

ence is being used to amend the NRP Development Brief

which, although not forming part of the statutory development

SPD which has already been revised a number of times.

plan, will be material in considering planning applications.
On the other hand if this document is not to be amended then
The proposed SPD sets out the acceptable uses that will be

it can only be concluded that there is no need in light of the

permitted in the development. These are essentially research

major development options already considered for the South

and development activities and health related uses

Norfolk LDF.

The proposed SDP stresses the importance of linkages

The document applies current standard criteria to the propos-

between existing and future components. Four specific prin-

als for the NRP and attempts to assess the environmental

ciples are set out towards development of the NRP extension:

implications of a development of the allocated sites. The principles involved can be applied to any potential development

Modal Split – through the provision of sustainable transport

site.

facilities – e.g. enhanced cycling facilities, bus services and
pedestrian links;

The SA concludes that the Development Brief SPD, as a
whole, promotes a high number of potentially significant posi-

Design Approach – informal Environmental statements, sus-

tive effects, mainly in relation to social and economic objec-

tainability appraisals and design and access statements.

tives in comparison to a small number of potentially significant
negative effects relating to traffic and loss of greenfield land.

“BREEAM” Targets – developers to be encouraged to

The SA identifies that a key challenge for the promoters of the

achieve these targets.

NRP will be to recognise the advantages associated with and
fully exploit the improvements made to the sustainable modes

Carbon Reduction – the encouragement of energy efficient

of transport.

design with the aim of minimising carbon emissions
In response to the challenges laid down to date in the draft
The draft SPD states that it is important that development at

SPD and SA/SEA, the proposed development meets the aims

the NRP accords with the Policy in the adopted Local Plan. It

and objectives set out in the development brief in terms of

states however, that other material planning considerations

design, layout and public transport initiatives. The develop-

relevant to a specific proposal may outweigh the provisions of

ment brief is effectively aimed at the only proposer capable of

the Local Plan to the extent that a different approach may be

delivering an integrated approach to the development of the

taken to decisions not strictly in accordance with the policies

site as a whole within an overall sustainable development

of the Plan, if the viability of the development is at stake.

scenario involving land to the south west of the A47.

An illustrative master-plan has been produced for the development of the NRP and associated uses.

Areas of the Rural Policy Area
South Norfolk District
Landscape Character Assessment
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South Norfolk Council Landscape
Character Assessment
The proposed development area lies within three character

In terms of overall land-take, the proposed development

areas according to the Landscape Character Assessment:

does not affect any special landscape designation to any
greater extent than other proposed development areas. The

The first character area is the Yare Valley Urban Fringe Char-

strength of the site lies in its proximity to the major employ-

acter Area that accounts for only a limited part of the land

ment allocation at the NRP and provides the opportunity to

north of the Norwich Research Park and is considered signifi-

place work and home environments in close proximity to

cant as it provides an open and distinctive boundary with the

each another.

City of Norwich. Its particular characteristics are its valley
form and its woodland and waterways though there are no
waterways within the proposed development area.
The second character area is the Yare Valley Tributary Farmland With Parkland character area that comprises the bulk of
the NRP and land southwest of the A47 and comprises arable
landscape, intermittent long views to the city and a gently
undulating topography. The proposed development area,
including the NRP extension, is described as an urban fringe
location (paragraph 5.19 – Sustainability Appraisal Report).
The third character area is described as the Wymondham Settled Plateau with large villages located at or below the Northern edge about which the new extension area is proposed to
be formed.
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GNDP Background Studies
Employment Growth and Employment Sites and
Premises Study

vision of this land will not only provide for expansion of the

This April 2008 study (Ove Arup & Partners) expects that

of the Bio-Incubator and also has the potential to attract

even in the current uncertain economic climate, steady levels

inward investment in the form of a multinational company

of population and economic growth will remain within the

research facility. The study suggests the possibility of creat-

Greater Norwich Area in close correlation to the baseline RSS

ing between 50 and 100 jobs per year on the NRP.

NRP but will provide opportunities for companies moving out

dwellings scenarios rather than any low growth option. The
report highlights however, that growth within the area will

Over the period of the Core Strategy – to 2026 – it is esti-

need to be facilitated through the availability of land for

mated that some 4,000 jobs could be created providing the

employment and dwellings and through improvements to

land required at the NRP is brought forward.

transport to keep pace with improvements elsewhere in the
UK.

The Employment Study discusses the scenario of not attaining the level of house-building required to meet the RSS base

The report stresses the need to improve transport links to and

forecasts, in part because it has not been possible to meet the

within Norwich in order to engender economic growth. It

annual implied rates of build since 2001, and this has been

states that new employment sites need to be well linked to

during a period of economic growth in the area. To stand any

housing areas.

chance of meeting requirements it is imperative that development sites are identified and released for development at the

The Employment Study recognises that Norwich currently has

earliest possible opportunity. The formal planning process

three innovation centre initiatives to promote new business

will not assist in this undertaking unless the political will exists

growth through linkages with higher education and identifies

to approve applications early on in the process to facilitate the

current NRP initiatives including Plant Biosciences Limited

release of sites.

and the UEA’s Research and Business Services division as
further examples of these. In recognising that new projects

The Employment Land Study Site and Premises Review iden-

need support to capitalise on existing strengths at the UEA,

tifies the NRP as a facility of Regional Importance with an ex-

together with the need to recognise that some activities

cellent reputation for research in health, food, plant and

require space to expand, the report stresses the need to

microbial sciences, environmental sciences, computer and

ensure that accompanying property initiatives are delivered,

information technologies, chemistry and materials. The alle-

and identifies the expansion of the Norwich Research park as

gation made in the study suggesting that one of the con-

a particular priority, within the period 2007-2012. Such is the

straints to further development is the willingness of

need to bring forward this land, the report suggests interven-

landowners to release land is totally without foundation. This

tion by the possible use of CPO powers to acquire the land if

is not and never has been the case, and the land is available

necessary.

for release subject to obtaining the requisite planning consents.

Section 10 of the study discusses Science Industries and
their growth within the Greater Norwich area. The most signif-

The land contained within this bid document is capable of

icant area of current employment and future growth is centred

contributing towards the specific aims of the study in that it

on the health, food and environmental sciences at the NRP.

will help facilitate the availability of land for employment and

Including the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, overall

dwellings and provide improvements to public transport. It

the current NRP has 9,500 employees comprising scientists

will therefore count towards the supply of sites required to

students and support staff. The NRP has provided a location

meet overall RSS requirements.

for a broad range of research and scientific related institutions
for some years. The promotion of commercialised research

Water Cycle Study - Stages 1 and 2a

and spinout into job creating companies now appears to be

Stage 1 of this study was produced in November 2007. Its aim

making a significant contribution to business development on

was to identify constraints affecting potential development

the NRP, illustrated by the rapid growth in the number of com-

areas. The main constraints identified are: flood risk and

panies located in the Research Park, which has now grown to

hydrology; water resources and water supply; waste water

32 some of which now require expansion space.

treatment and drainage and environment. Stage 2a is intended to identify the infrastructure required to overcome the

The study suggests that a relatively fast rate of growth of new

constraints in all of the potential growth areas to inform the

(Small/Medium sized Enterprises) is likely to be sustained in

Joint Core Strategy.

Norwich based around the NRP, and that 55 hectares of additional land for expanding the Park will come forward. The pro-
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The GNDP provided a number of potential growth areas

within the study area which required to be assessed in terms

In respect of wastewater treatment, the cheapest option is to

of their appropriateness for development. The level of risk of

upgrade Whitlingham STW. This is by far the more cost effi-

each identified area had to be assessed and possible solu-

cient option compared to the costs associated with upgrading

tions suggested to overcome constraints where identified.

Wymondham STW or providing a new STW.

One of the identified potential growth areas is classed as

With regard to water supply, a connection to the Heigham

NPA7 – South West Sector (A11-B1108). This area purport-

Water Treatment Works appears to be the cost efficient

edly includes the land the subject of this bid. Each identified

option. In terms of water resources, Option A – GOWTS is

growth area was assigned possible dwelling scenarios with a

the least cost option.

minimum and maximum number for each policy area within
which they are located. A catalogue of traffic light colours

In terms of flood risk, the area in which this site is located has

were compiled to provide an overall constraints assessment.

been given a green traffic light designation. Less than 10%

This was undertaken using a matrix for visual and compara-

of the potential growth area is within Flood Zone 2 or 3. Dis-

tive purposes. The aim then was to use the matrix to identify

charging from the Whitlingham STW has also been given a

preferred potential growth areas based on water issues.

green traffic light designation.

Those sites with the most “green lights” would be preferred.
In environmental terms, the area has been given an orange
The stage 1 study concluded that in respect of NPA7 there are

light designation merely because the discharge into the River

no significant flood risk issues but that a site specific Flood

Yare would flow through a designated SAC site. This must

Risk Assessment (FRA) would be required.

also apply to existing discharges so the potential development area is no worse off in this regard.

In respect of water resources and supply, there is current
capacity to serve just over 1,000 additional dwellings in the

The area has also been given an orange traffic light designa-

area but with further growth potential up to 2031 water supply

tion in terms of groundwater vulnerability.

will not be an issue. Additional enabling works will be required
in the shorter term in consultation with AWS. The study con-

Green Infrastructure

cludes that there may be potential for growth beyond 5,000

According to the published study, the Strategy for green infra-

new dwellings.

structure in the Greater Norwich Area seeks to ensure that
pressures on important natural and historic aspects of green

With regard to wastewater treatment the receiving Sewage

infrastructure are minimised, and opportunities to enhance

Treatment Works (STW) has adequate capacity but existing

green infrastructure to meet the needs of people and biodi-

sewer capacity needs assessing.

versity are maximised. In some cases, measures will be
required to manage negative effects on these resources aris-

There are no environmental protection areas within the pro-

ing from growth proposals for the Greater Norwich Area and

posed development area or in close proximity to its boundary.

the wider area.

Any increase in sewage treatment loads at Whitlingham STW
will require technological modifications to the works to counter

The green infrastructure approach should be regarded as a

any significant adverse impacts upon the Broads SAC/Broad-

long-term framework for sustainable development, protecting

land SPA, but this will also be the case with any other pro-

the natural and historic environment and enhancing the dis-

spective development area draining to these works.

tinctive qualities that give the Greater Norwich Area its special character.

The study concludes that up to 5,500 houses are suitable in
this potential growth area with water resource assessment

The aim of the project is to create a bold vision for the

and the impact of phosphates assessed.

Greater Norwich Area and to establish a strategy for green
infrastructure that will complement and support good quality

A draft Stage 2a report is available at the time of writing.

housing and substantial economic growth by: providing high

Stage 2 is meant to reinforce the outcomes of Stage 1 and

quality, accessible green infrastructure within a comprehen-

build on these to establish more technical and sustainable

sive landscape structure; promoting ecological networks and

recommendations for development of the possible sites and

continuity and links between habitats; improving quality of

utilisation of existing infrastructure, whilst applying costs and

life; helping to address climate change; improving access to

financing options to the development infrastructure. This will

habitats and greenspace; and encouraging community well

provide the evidence base to contribute towards the Joint

being.

Core Strategy.
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The proposed Green Infrastructure Network defines specific

In essence however, the document is more about process

Green Infrastructure Corridors within which it is recom-

than content at this stage. However, the sustainability issues

mended that investment in new and enhanced green infra-

identified are:

structure provision be prioritised.
• As the population grows and ages, the need to supply
The Thickthorn site is not within any of the Priority Habitat

facilities and services, and in particular the access to them,

Enhancement and Creation Areas, but is affected by at least

especially in the rural area, will become increasingly

one or possibly two priority links. The study identifies a provi-

pressing;

sional schedule of potential green infrastructure projects
within the Greater Norwich Area to be put forward for funding

• The retention and attraction of young people through jobs

and delivery by the Government, local authorities, developers

provision and access to the housing market will be a key

and landowners. The Thickthorn site is affected by the pro-

priority;

posed South West Norwich Ecological Networks (Phase 1).
The potential projects are a response to the key issues and

• The character/quality of natural and built environments

opportunities analysis, and reflect suggestions from stake-

must be preserved and enhanced whilst being faced by

holders for actions to address perceived needs for enhanced

widespread development pressure;

green infrastructure provision. In many cases, these projects
would require feasibility studies, undertaken in consultation

• The Greater Norwich area is the principle access to the

with relevant stakeholders, to examine in detail issues of

Broads area, and has a critical role in promoting tourism,

project design, land ownership considerations and sources of

preserving character and protecting the environment

funding.

through its spatial policies;

The study suggests that there are a range of functions that

• Reducing contributions to, and mitigating against the

green infrastructure can deliver for the Greater Norwich Area.

impacts of, climate change will be crucial to the long-term

Most if not all of the functions are capable of being included

viability of Greater Norwich as a place to live and work, to

within the proposed Thickthorn development as it has the

visit and to invest in;

capability to accommodate and perform the roles indicated in
the Green Infrastructure Strategy. Among these are:

• Reliance on the car should be reduced through improved

Active/ passive recreation and quiet enjoyment; sustainable

access to public transport and improved cycling and

transport and public rights of way; network links and gate-

walking links to local facilities / services;

ways; education and training; wildlife habitat and biodiversity;
sustainable water and flood risk management; sustainable
energy use and production, etc.

• Creating balanced and integrated communities will be an
essential aspect of providing new development, through
design benefits, for example;

Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report
To date a sustainability appraisal scoping report has been
produced and adopted in December 2007. It is the first stage

• Promoting healthy lifestyles will be important throughout
policy;

of the sustainability appraisal of the Greater Norwich Core
Strategy Development Plan Document.

• Lifelong learning opportunities should be increased for all
members of society, particularly in providing vocational

Sustainability Appraisal (SA) is a systematic process under-

training for school leavers;

taken throughout the preparation of a plan or strategy. Its role
is to assess the extent to which emerging plans and proposals will help to achieve relevant environmental, social and

• Difficulties in accessing the housing market must be
minimised;

economic objectives, identifying adverse effects and offering
suggestions for minimising the possible impacts. As such, it is
an integral part of producing a Local Development Frame-

• Housing of all types and tenures is essential for mixed
communities;

work that incorporates the principles of sustainability.
• Employment businesses, particularly in rural areas, need
The Scoping Report is the first element of the Sustainability

support to diversify. This will be particularly important to

Appraisal. As the name implies, it sets out the scope of the

strengthening the tourism industry, although promoting the

appraisal, identifying the information, issues and means of

tourism product of the area will need to be done in a

assessment, the process of which is discussed further in the

sustainable way.

report.
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Conclusions
The proposed development is capable of accommodating all

The foregoing review of current and emerging policy docu-

the foregoing “sustainable aims.”

ments shows that the land at Thickthorn/Colney ticks the correct boxes in terms of helping meet the Regional Spatial

Norwich Growth Area - Infrastructure Need and
Funding Study

Planning requirements, as set out in the East of England
Plan.

This study was carried out by EDAW and Peter Brett Associates in April 2007. The objective of the study was to identify

Moreover, it is a site where development constraints are mini-

the infrastructure required to facilitate growth in the area as

mal; the land is available for immediate release for develop-

set out in the then draft East of England Plan. At the time this

ment, and is ideally placed to enable the urgent release and

study report was drafted it was indicated there was no com-

development of one of the region’s major employment alloca-

mitment to a particular spatial development pattern to accom-

tions. It represents the ability to place housing close to jobs

modate growth, and it was intended that the study would

and has the means to deliver a greater public transport

assist in determining potential development patterns. That

related strategy representing the significant change in modal

does not now appear to be the case, as it has become appar-

shift required by the East of England Plan.

ent that choices have been made both in the Broadland part of
the GNDP (proposed Rackheath Eco Town), and within the
South Norfolk part of the GNDP where it has been decided
that major growth should occur at Hethersett/Little Melton.
GNDP Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and
South Norfolk Technical Consultation - Regulation 25
Policy 2 of the GNDP Technical Consultation Regulation 25
outlines the Strategy for Growth in the Norwich Policy Area.
This identifies significant employment development and
expansion of health, higher education and science park activity at UEA/NRP at Colney. The same policy also identifies the
need to provide sufficient land to deliver at least 36,000 dwellings in the NPA in the period 2006-2026. Of this, 18,560
dwellings are proposed to be provided within the South Norfolk NPA made up of existing commitments, 2,000 dwellings
on small and medium sites in sustainable urban locations,
urban extensions and larger villages, and 12,000 dwellings in
larger developments.
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Master Plan, Planning and
Design Principles
The overall master planning aim is to design a sustainable
and future proofed community, formed by creating a symbiosis of work and living space to avoid unnecessary travel.
The new community is formed by locating new residential
areas adjacent to the existing and planned Norwich Research
Park and Norwich Medical Park employment developments to
form a mixed use settlement.
The proximity of the land identified at Thickthorn to existing
and planned employment clusters makes the extension area
an obvious location to accommodate major strategic growth.
The development location identified to accommodate major
residential growth is further substantiated by the existing

Norwich 1616; John Speed

Thickthorn Park and Ride facility that offers a fast long duration public transport connection to Norwich that can be developed.

Key design constraint
The urban extension area has been designed to respect the
settled agricultural landscape and settlement characteristics
of the wider landscape identified in preceding sections of this
report as major constraints upon development. To this end the
southern part of the extension area south of the A47 Southern
Bypass has been carefully designed to appear as a large
edge-of-plateau development located at and below the 40m

The County of the City of Norwich, ca. 16th century,
the arterial roads are visible

AOD contour.

Key design opportunity
The emerging urban extension scheme seeks to maximize
the development potential of the existing Thickthorn Park and
Ride infrastructure to develop a transport orientated living and
working community. The new community comprises a series
of neighbourhoods located off a central spine link along which
public transport infrastructure operates which can be sustained and the hours of operation and the frequency of the
service positively manipulated through land use.
Suburbs of Norwich has developed along the
arterial roads
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Current state of Norwich

A city originating from the river
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The design context
Arterial Roads
Historic Norwich can still be seen in the present city layout
and surroundings. The arterial roads leading to and from Norwich emanate from the city centre. Along the arterial roads villages developed; like beads on a string. Over time suburbs
developed around the arterial roads and some of the surrounding villages became annexed to Norwich, this explains
the shape of the present day city.
When the A47 Southern Bypass was constructed, the constraint that is the ‘Southern Bypass Landscape Protection
Zone’ was imposed. This was done to prevent the A47 from
becoming the new development boundary for Norwich.

VIllages developed along arterial
roads

Some surrounding villages annexed
into Norwich
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Gaps of Open Landscape
The city expansion has taken place mostly around and about
the arterial roads. Large gaps of open landscape have been
preserved that penetrate all the way through to the centre of
the city.
In the open landscape, in gaps between the urban areas,
small nucleated settlements have developed at a size and frequency that respects the open views and parochial landscape.
The gaps of open landscape are characteristic of Norwich
and represent a great asset that should be maintained. This is
to ensure that there is access to nature directly from the city
centre and to avoid the congestion of a concentric development that other cities are struggling with.

The City Continues to Demand Expansion
Large gaps of open spaces have
been formed in between arterial
roads

In order to sustain the gaps of open landscape and still leave
possibilities for extending Norwich, future urban developments should continue to follow the arterial roads. To avoid
villages on the routes being annexed and absorbed into the
urban area, ecological buffer zones should be introduced.
When extending the urban area into the existing gaps of open
landscape surrounding the city, this should be done in line
with the characteristics of the parochial landscape i.e. limited
extension to existing villages or major facilities (like a hospital
or university), positioned as an isolated complex of buildings
in the landscape.
Along the radial route within the Southern Bypass Landscape
Protection Zone, the existing development is concentrated at
the crossing points of the arterial roads exiting from the city.
By introducing urban developments in the form of an extension along the arterial route into the protection zone, the feel
and experience of openness is developed further. The edge of
the city is designed to be amorphous; with continually chang-

Future developments to be
maintained along arterial roads to
enable green spaces to penetrate
into the city
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ing views of landscape and city.
In this way the city merges with nature and Norwich keeps its
‘green lungs’ and wide views.

Growth of Norwich in a similar finger
plan that gives the city its ‘Green
Lungs’ and wide views

Finger plan for city of Copenhagen
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Development of the South West side
of Norwich
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South West Sector
Hethersett is one of the “beads on a string” with its position
along the former London to Norwich Road, as is Easton, positioned on the Dereham Road. The villages of Little Melton,
Bawburgh and Marlingford are nuclear settlements in the
parochial landscape. When developing in this area the design
should be landscape led. The roads should keep their rural
feel, landscape and green areas should be predominant.

Suggested development area
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Area of NRP, NRP Extension and Norwich Medical Park

History lives on in present day landscape

A landscape of green chambers

Experience of landscape in relation to topography

The Employment Areas
The approach to the master planning process has been
designed to accord with the emerging SPD produced in
respect of the Norwich Research Park.

Inspiration drawn from age old trees

and open landscape
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Concept of buildings developed
within chambers to preserve the
characteristics of the landscape

The building that detaches itself from
its chamber, flanking both sides of
Hethersett lane is marked as the
centre of the NRP
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Employment - Design Concept

approach will result in square shaped development areas,

The key thrust of design thinking in respect of the form and

seen as building conglomerations in an otherwise man-made

layout of the working areas in the overall master plan is to pre-

or settled agricultural landscape.

serve and, where possible develop, the feel of an open settled
agricultural landscape while still allowing for significant devel-

Development on the different platforms can take place simul-

opment within the site. This will be achieved by concentrating

taneously. Where buildings have yet to be erected within the

built development within areas of the site that are either scre-

identified development areas, the outline of the plot should

ened from public view points or otherwise visually less sensi-

be visible; with cut grass in contrast to the agricultural land-

tive areas, leaving as much visual open space as possible.

scape.

The Norwich Medical Park and Norwich Research Park
employment area layouts are designed to concentrate built
development within a series of relatively small development
areas, leaving most of the existing agricultural landscape
within the site untouched.
Each building platform is positioned within its own ‘landscape
chamber’ that will be formed with characteristic rows of trees.

No privatising of plots of land but
instead

Concentrating the building blocks in
order to free up the landscape

The development areas proposed are deliberately placed on
the edge of the chambers, thus allowing the landscape to be
the dominant factor.
Since the buildings are positioned along the rows of trees, the
views to Norwich, the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital
and the University of East Anglia will be maintained.

The Need for an Iconic Focus
Additional support functions and services designed to support
the Norwich Research Park will be housed in one central
building; the central hub. The hub building will also contain
waiting rooms, automated ticketing facilities and real-time
service information for the priority bus-based public transport
infrastructure to serve the site. The hub building is to be
located at the centre of the Norwich Research Park extension
area within a 5 minute walk time of either existing or proposed
employment spaces at the Norwich Research Park.
The central hub building is designed as a visual ‘sign post’ or
point of reference for employees and visitors within the wider
site and visitors of the Norwich Research Park. The hub building will act as a public transport node point and an iconic focus
of activity. Not only will it give the working community a place

Precise imprint in landscape

to dine, interact and share ideas but also providing this important employment cluster with a strong, highly developed
sense of identity. The hub building is designed to be visually
striking and markedly different from other visually sub-dominant buildings on the other development areas of the Norwich
Research Park.

The Development Platforms
The building mass within the employment areas are designed
to be dense with the development within the plots up to 4-storeys high, following the edge of the plots. This overall design
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A seat of learning
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The Central Hub as a Monolith
The central hub is designed as an iconic focus to the Norwich
Research Park and will be developed as a monolithic structure making a strong statement within the landscape. To maximise the impact of this building it will be erected at the
commencement of building operations.
The hub building design ensures that it is visually distanced
as far as possible from the surrounding landscape character,
acting as an alien feature and inward-looking.
The external elevations will differ markedly in design terms
from those internally. The external elevations are alienated
whereas the internal elevations have human scale; thus creating two different worlds. To create a lively ambience, the
public functions are situated mainly on the ground floor and
the courtyard has outdoor seating areas for cafés and restaurants in the form of a plaza. Next to the public functions, the

Instead of opening towards the
landscape as characterised by the
standard blocks, the central block
engulfs the landscape within

building houses research units of different scale.

An icon

A place to meet

A place to relax
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A coherence of different blocks by
the use of similar materials

Endless possibilities in the configuration of the standard block
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The Standard Building Block
The standard building block is either a conglomeration of
buildings or one segmented building filling out the square of
the plot, depending on market demand. The buildings form an
unbroken frontage to the north along the tree lines and open
up to the south to benefit from the landscape views. The
spaces between individual buildings within the development
areas are to be laid out as gardens in contrast to the surrounding agricultural landscape.
All buildings within each development area will have a single
linked identity drawn from the palette of materials selected for

The standard block is closed to
the road

the entire development area. This design approach will provide identity and aid orientation within the employment areas.
In this way the shape and style of each building within the
development areas can vary greatly yet the individual buildings, when seen together, will have unity and a single identity.
The materials for the interior elevations can be chosen freely.

Opens to the landscape, taking
advantage of solar gain

The standard block can be composed of a complex of buildings

The possibility of buildings having
connection to each other
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Infrastructure Within the Employment Areas

Footpaths are designed to cross the site ensuring that the

Public transport access to the employment area from the resi-

central building and bus stop can be reached within a 5 min

dential areas south of the A47 Southern Bypass and the City

walk. The proposed paths are semi-paved and designed to

centre (via existing Thickthorn Park and Ride) will be via Heth-

have a ‘soft’ green appearance to ensure a good fit with the

ersett Lane. Hethersett Lane will also connect with a proposed

landscape.

new traffic calmed internal ‘ring road’ to be constructed within
the site to provide vehicular access to the entire site via the

The cycle paths will follow the road layout and connect to the

proposed modifications to the existing access point off the

city’s existing network of cycle-ways. In this way the entire

B1108 Watton Road.

development is equipped with an efficient transport system
encouraging the employees to use either public transport or

Since most of the parking provision proposed for the employ-

bike.

ment areas within the urban extension is contained within the
expanded Park and Ride site a limited number of parking
places will be developed on site, for use by managers, visitors
and essential car users only. The on-site parking is positioned
along the rows of trees and adjacent to the building plots. The
parking places are hidden behind hedges and embankments
to blend in with the landscape.

Park and Ride system and connection to Norwich

New
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Preliminary master plan for employment area

Thickthorn boundaries

The scale of landscape is expanded but it retains the basic visual structure

The area is characterised by green perimeter boundaries with its historical
southern side of dense trees

Experience of landscape in relation to topography
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The Residential Areas
With the existing and planned development of the Norwich
Research Park, Norwich Medical Park and the already established Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, it is logical to
develop a residential area comprising a good range of accommodation, essential facilities and other community uses in
close proximity to the Thickthorn site. In this way car use by
employees travelling to and from work can be reduced.
The proposed housing area is designed to be wholly self-sufficient in order to avoid the inhabitants having to travel to
access everyday necessities.
The proposed mixed tenure neighbourhoods will contain a
wide variety of dwellings, from single bed apartments to large
terrace houses.

Thickthorn area flanked by the
A47, Colney / Hethersett Lane and
Norwich Road
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Instead of filling up with low density

intensify the density to obtain more
green spaces which improves the
quality of living

Existing landscape forms the basis
of the development
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Neighbourhood Character
In order to create different residential neighbourhoods and to
ensure sufficient land is available to create a buffer to the
existing village of Hethersett, in the form of a planned country
park, it will be important in the final scheme design to vary the
density across the entire site.

Identifying the form
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Preliminary master plan for residential area
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Density
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The Northern Housing Area
The northern housing area will be characterised by three large
building blocks, comprising individual dwelling units, set into
the landscape to appear as large country houses. They are
positioned in such a way as to develop the open feel of the
landscape by reducing development footprints and allowing
the agricultural landscape to flow freely between the structures. There is an abrupt transition from landscape to building
and there are no gardens on the landscape side. The blocks
comprise apartments with occasional town houses.

Example of layout for the northern area

Example of profile
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The Southern Housing Area
The southern housing area is characterised by the fingershaped line of dwellings integrating with the landscape on the
most southern and western edges of the site. The streets
follow the old field boundaries and most houses have both
front gardens and gardens at the rear. The streets are lined
with trees and pedestrians have priority.
The southern housing area comprises terrace houses and
apartments. The architecture is modern with interpretations of
traditional and local architectural elements, like pitched roofs
and red bricks.

Example of layout for the southern area

Example of profile
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The Central Housing Area
The centre housing area is designed to be the densest of the
residential areas within the Thickthorn site and is laid out as a
traditional urban form with dwellings inserted into a grid of rectangular blocks and streets.
The dwellings to be constructed in this area will have either
balconies or patios as sitting out spaces. The buildings forming the blocks will contain either apartments or townhouses at
a reasonable density. The other functions to be accommodated within this central area will include; a GP practice, daycare, primary school, the main secondary school serving the
extension area, etc.
The architecture within this area is designed to be modern and
the blocks created will be formed by several buildings each
with their own characteristics, to ensure a diverse humanscale street elevation.

Example of layout for the central area

Example of profile
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Infrastructure
High Street
The high street is proposed as a linear District Centre containing an appropriate mix of uses to ensure that it becomes the
vibrant and lively centre of the Thickthorn development. The
high street is where retail and other service facilities will be
located. One end of the high street will be designed to connect
with the expanded Park and Ride facility to encourage shared
trips, and the other end should be closed off by a community
building, that may be the secondary school or a public library.
The main food stores will be positioned directly off the Park
and Ride with other smaller retail and service units placed
along a curved elevation line of the high street. The curved
elevations make it impossible to overlook the high street at a
glance thus inviting exploration and allowing for a greater
length of retail frontage. The high street will be designed to
ensure that people will work and live above the shops to
create a high degree of natural surveillance across the street

Example of layout for The High Street

24 hours a day. This will result in a pleasant, secure and intimate environment that will function correctly as a community
focus.

Example of profile
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service route
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Education

Pedestrians and cycles

The residential areas within the urban extension will contain

To promote the use of bicycles a spine link to Norwich city

400-place primary schools and the central area will also con-

centre will be established through the proposed residential

tain a new secondary school or Academy that may include

and employment areas. All roads within the extension area

pupil places relocated from either Hethersett High School or

will have both separate cycle and pedestrian paths or clearly

Earlham High School.

marked paths within the roads/shared surfaces.

The project team are also investigating whether additional

For the inhabitants to benefit from the surrounding area, the

secondary school pupil places will need to be provided to

land on the southern edge of the site adjacent to Hethersett

meet the educational needs that will result from the possible

will be crossed by footpaths. The northern area will contain a

expansion of Cringleford.

number of paths that will stretch out into the surrounding
landscape.

The new Secondary School will also include a new Sixth Form
to meet the existing deficiency at Hethersett Secondary
School.
Network of roads
The residential neighbourhoods within the Thickthorn housing
area are connected to the surrounding road network at two
points, specifically at the Braymeadow Lane junction, at the
point the public transport corridor exits onto Hethersett Lane,
and at the Norwich road roundabout adjacent to the existing
Thickthorn Park and Ride.
All internal roads to be developed within the residential areas
are designed to restrict traffic speeds, be lined with trees and
have an on-street cycle route.
Existing public transport infrastructure
The new community within the extension area is designed to
maximise the public transport advantage of the existing Thickthorn Park and Ride site and the public transport service that
operates along a dedicated corridor on the A11 Newmarket
Road.
The existing Park and Ride provides a regular 12-minute priority bus service linking the proposed strategic growth area
with the City centre.
This high-frequency service is to be made available at the
point of initial occupation of the dwellings and commercial
spaces, thus facilitating sustainable mass movement and
ensure that travel patterns are shaped at the commencement
of the development.
The expanded Park and Ride is to be developed within a short
walk of the existing park and ride in a location that is central to
the proposed high street and residential areas. It is accessed
via the roundabout connecting to the A47. The proposed Park
and Ride is designed to accommodate 3000 parking spaces.
Parking will be in a green area planted with trees and hedges.
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Preliminary master plan for total area
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Design Aspirations
Image & Architecture
The architecture should be of such quality that the neighbourhood and its buildings will be appreciated throughout generations. In this way premature redevelopment or renewal will
prevented.

Sustainability and Urban Design
Our approach to creating a sustainable development is more
than just applying sustainable techniques. Sustainability is
about creating a living/working environment of high quality
that occupiers/users are proud of and care for. It is about quality in both urban planning and architecture.

Urban Design & Infrastructure
The layout of the area facilitates use of alternative means of
transport other than the car. A hierarchy for the roads should
be introduced and the desired speed determined by the materials and layouts of the roads. Safe passageways for children
and other pedestrians/cyclists should be assured by design.
The local centre shops are located within walking distance of
the different housing areas in order to allow for easy access.
Public transport will be frequent and of good quality. Each
neighbourhood should have its own characteristics and identity but together still form a coherent and well balanced development.

Public Space & Recreation
Public spaces will be designed and allow for a variety of uses;
cycling, walking, playing, shopping and relaxing. All the recreational spaces will be designed to be a pleasant place to be,
contributing to the orientation and identity of the development.
Recreational areas for all ages will be accommodated, from
playgrounds to parks. Teenagers should have areas specified
for their needs. The areas for different age groups should not
be separated but flow into each other, in order to allow for both
individuality of and interaction between the different groups.

Security
The public, semi public and private spaces will be clearly
defined. In the interests of security the public spaces will be
designed as defensible spaces that are overlooked, heavily
trafficked by cyclist and pedestrians and sufficiently well lit.
The semi-public spaces that adjoining small groups of dwellings will be small enough to ensure that the local users have
ownership and feel responsible for their maintenance and
security. The private spaces available to residents will be
secluded. The segregation of the space will lead to a comfortable and safe environment. An example of this is the front
garden. Apart from the fact that front gardens are a typical
English motif they also contribute to a safe environment. The
front gardens should be deep enough to allow for privacy in
the ground floor dwellings, but shallow enough to allow the
inhabitants a good view of the street.
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Correct Mix of Functions and Use

CO2 Neutral Development?

A balance of both living and working is essential to achieve a

Using all the above mentioned techniques, it might even be

well functioning community. The forming of ‘ghettos’ in the res-

possible to create a CO2 neutral development. This has

idential area will be avoided by mixing the size, type and

already been demonstrated on single houses but the tech-

tenure type of dwellings. Schools and day-care facilities are

niques are now so far advanced, large scale CO2 neutral

also proposed to be incorporated within the development for

development is within reach.

children to build up a bond and identify themselves with the
area.

Conclusion
The emerging master plan firmly anchors the development

Bio-diversity & Sustainability

proposed within the Wymondham Settled Plateau landscape.

Wildlife corridors to allow for the movement of both terrestrial
and aquatic animals will be developed within the area. The

The residential and employment areas proposed will be care-

water features that exist within the site will be upgraded and

fully designed to interact fully with the landscape allowing

rain water storage reservoirs will be created. The existing

nature to encroach into and move through the new commu-

trees, specifically the old oak trees, and significant hedges will

nity.

be preserved providing a suitable habitat for diverse species.
The development will be designed to provide suitable condi-

The master plan proposal advocates the development of a

tions to encourage habitat development for animals such as

new self-sufficient community and provides both living space

birds, butterflies and bats. The local, natural vegetation should

and work facilities for everyone.

be preserved and encouraged. No stylised parks will be created within the proposed scheme and open areas will only be

The new community is equipped from the outset with an effi-

formed through taming nature.

cient public transport system making it easy to travel within
the development area and linking the new community to the

An Effective Sustainable Energy Approach

centre of Norwich. It is a sustainable development with a

When creating a sustainable development the aim should be

sense of place.

to avoid using energy. The passive house ideology supports
this strategy; to use as little energy as possible.

The Thickthorn urban extension area, in combination with the
Norwich Research Park and the Norwich Medical Park, will

A passive house is a well insulated building carefully oriented

become a vibrant place to live and work and form a worthy

to the sun, storing the heat created by the sun in wintertime

extension to Norwich.

and blocking the radiation in the summertime, using only the
mass of the building for storing and sunshades for blocking. A
passive house uses only 30% of the energy used to heat a
house built according to today’s tough standards. The positive
impact on the environment by not using 70% of the energy is
on a totally different scale; it is the difference between effective and efficient. First aim to be effective, than improve the
efficiency.
It is proposed to introduce energy producing techniques such
as photovoltaic cells integrated in roofs /elevations or windmills/small wind turbines like the “Turby”. Another possibility is
to introduce sterling machines to produce heat and electricity
for the dwellings. A power plant loses between 40 and 60% of
its energy in heat when producing electricity, meaning the
electricity is almost the by-product of the heat production. The
principal of the sterling engine is now commercially available
for central heating systems on a large scale. The system is the
reverse of the power plant with heat produced and electricity
as the by-product. In this way, energy consumption and CO2
production can be cut by up to 30%.
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Delivery
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Land Ownership

Timescales

All land and access required for this proposal is under a single

All the land and access required is within a single ownership

ownership and controlled by Gable Developments. This

and control. The land is unconstrained in terms of infrastruc-

ensures there are no hurdles to be overcome in terms of multi-

ture. This complete development concept can be delivered

ple ownerships and access agreements. It is confirmed that

at an early stage in the Joint Core Strategy process.

the land is available and is being actively promoted for development at the present time, currently through the Local Devel-

Next Steps

opment Framework process.
Gable Developments have committed significant funds to the

Area Action Plan and Detailed Master Plan

proposals outlined within this document and will, should these

In conjunction with the developer and delivery partner, an

proposals be acceptable in terms of a strategic growth loca-

Area Action Plan should be drawn up with the Local Planning

tion, offer this land and access for appropriate development

Authority either immediately or within a reasonable time-

as described.

frame.
As the detail can be provided to inform an Area Action Plan

Infrastructure

and parallel master plan, there is nothing to prevent early

Present indications are that the site is unconstrained by criti-

adoption of this document, along with the Core Strategy,

cal infrastructure. In terms of roads, the site borders and has

allowing these proposals to come forward for early release.

access to the main infrastructure in the County. The detail is
contained elsewhere in this document, and there is a solution

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

demonstrating that this site can come forward for develop-

Development of any strategic growth location will likely be

ment in advance of any other suggested location. This is

subject to a formal EIA. An EIA is already being prepared in

being progressed in detail at the present time.

respect of the proposed Norwich Research Park, thus informing the position on the adjacent site as proposed in this docu-

In terms of utilities, in conjunction with GNDP Joint Core Strat-

ment, with reference to the issues that will need to be

egy supporting documentation, we are in receipt of “in princi-

addressed as part of this formal process.

ple” documentation from the primary providers demonstrating
availability and capacity of the relevant services and utilities to

Implementing plans

serve development on the site.

Gable Developments will ensure that planning permissions
will be obtained in conjunction with the Local Planning

Existing settlements and related infrastructure

Authority,

These proposals do not affect the characteristics of an existing settlement and have the benefit of a “blank canvas” in

Delivery will be by a collaborative approach between Gable

terms of existing development in the immediate area. This has

Developments and a delivery partner. This will ensure that all

several benefits from a development point of view, most obvi-

the key development links that will provide the complete solu-

ously that the proposals are not constrained by existing infra-

tion will come forward to deliver a total package in the form of

structure and services or impacts on established / existing

the proposals put forward.

development. There are examples of expansion of existing
settlements where key transport, social, community and serv-

This collaboration will use further partnerships and relation-

ice provision objectives have been missed by proposals

ships to deliver the balance required in the form of Regis-

having to wrestle with inappropriate physical infrastructure

tered Social Landlords, housing corporations, disability

and differing existing social fabric. The desired result is rarely

charities, providers of education, healthcare, community

obtained in such situations.

services etc.

Coordination
Any development proposals will require a coordinated
approach from key stakeholders in order to test and confirm
requirements relating to inputs to a detailed master plan. The
selection of Thickthorn as a strategic growth location would
focus these groups on the specific task and the selection process will give the means to deliver these elements of the development.
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Competing sites
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The South West Sector

between the settlements of Little Melton and Hethersett, sits

The principle competing site to land at Thickthorn is the pro-

above the 40 metre contour and future expansion will

posal to expand the village of Hethersett.

encroach into the Wymondham Settled Plateau thus significantly adversely affecting the established landscape charac-

The location appears as one of the favoured growth options at

ter of the area.

Appendices one and two in the GNDP Regulation 25 Technical Consultation. However, the Consultation gives out mixed

Major development at Hethersett will result in huge disruption

messages in respect of Hethersett. On the one hand it is pro-

for the existing community and uncertainty about how it will

posed as a Key Service Centre, under Policy 7 with a proposal

be resolved in the long term.

to allow between 20-50 dwellings, unless it is decided that it
should become a major growth location where anything

Rackheath

between 4-7,500 dwellings may be considered. In terms of

The provision of the Northern Distributor Road (NDR) will be

the hierarchy set out in the Greater Norwich Issues and

required in order to facilitate the growth proposed to the

Options paper, Hethersett sits way down league table of suita-

north-east of Norwich and actual provision of that route is

ble locations. This does not provide the degree of certainty for

both uncertain and someway off in terms of being able to

developers and/or local residents intended to be enshrined

deliver planned levels of growth by 2021. It is ironic that a 4

within the present planning process.

lane dual-carriageway road is required to facilitate the necessary road access to a proposed so-called ‘eco-town’.

At the time of writing, ostensibly, no decision has been taken
It is described as having a small range of shops and a good

South Sector (Mangreen/Swardeston/Mulbarton/
Swainsthorpe areas)

range of services with good bus links to Norwich. It is, how-

Provision of this option will require massive infrastructure and

ever, essentially a commuter settlement serving Norwich.

expenditure on new road links to the strategic network.

as to the future role of Hethersett in the Norwich Policy Area.

Again, timescales are unlikely to mean that requirements will
According to the Regulation 25 Technical Consultation. the

be met by 2021. In addition, there are no existing employ-

aim is to provide a new country town but this will require a

ment sources in the area and it is understood that the sites

massive injection of capital and the creation of additional facil-

position along the A140 road corridor would render it unat-

ities which will swamp the existing settlement pattern and

tractive to the market in employment terms.

completely destroy the character of the settlement. The
resulting development at Hethersett will result in “bolt-on”

Long Stratton

additions comprising principally of housing developments. As

The major growth proposed at Long Stratton will only occur if

future proposals will have to take into account the existing set-

the proposed Long Stratton by-pass is built. This bypass will

tlement pattern, there is no opportunity to deliver something

only serve to improve vehicle flows along a short stretch of

new and cohesive.

road that is already congested, heavily trafficked and otherwise restricted route. Improvements to the A140 to form the

The Hethersett location has no direct links with any major

bypass will also require developer contributions that will only

employment centre that will not involve commuting. One will

serve to resolve an existing deficiency. There is no conse-

have to be created and it is noted that this will be in the form of

quent employment opportunities in Long Stratton to warrant

“a new small business park.” The result will be continued out-

the construction of circa 2,000 dwellings. The existing,

ward commuting to Norwich and beyond which will result in

defined centre of Long Stratton is constrained in respect of

additional car usage. Hethersett is not best located to help

the provision of additional services and facilities to support

provide the step change required in the RSS – the modal shift

additional housing.

required to a public transport access strategy. The Hethersett
location is constrained by access to the regional/national road
network without the provision of further extensive infrastructure. It will also be expensive to facilitate additional development in terms of servicing the fragmented individual
development sites adjoining the present settlement.
Expanding what is a large village, currently comprised principally of 20th century suburban housing estates will result in a
complete change in character, scale and appearance of the
community. As the preferred area of major growth, this area,
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Conclusions
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In measuring the credibility of these proposals, reference

This site offers the best opportunity to the GNDP to meet all

must be made to the policy context and emerging aspirations

the criteria expressed in the JCS and supporting documents

of the Joint Core Strategy. As referred to in the policy review

within the NPA. It also represent one of the few options that

section of this document, all key requirements and aspirations

the authorities have for providing early release growth loca-

contained within the RSS and the RES have been met and

tions to meet the timeframe specified in the RSS.

exceeded by the design put forward in the case of promoting

For these reasons it is felt a strong case has been made to

the land at Thickthorn for strategic growth.

place the land at Thickthorn into the selection process for

The JCS lists twelve spatial planning objectives as key to

strategic growth in the South West Sector.

measuring the merits of identified locations. It is believed
these criteria are met and again exceeded in the proposals
put forward. It is believed that no options available to the planning authorities can score so highly against the criteria used
to identify and benchmark available strategic growth sites.
The land at Thickthorn offers the following:
• There is 309 ha (765 acres) being promoted for development
• The delivery of 5,500 homes and in excess of 8,000 jobs
• The most significant quality employment opportunities in the
NPA
• Proposals for housing and employment that are directly
linked; physically and in design
• A site in the best location for transport infrastructure in the
NPA
• A site located on the best public transport corridor in the NPA
• Land and access that is controlled and which is available for
development
• No primary infrastructure constraints relating to the
proposals
• A site that does not impact directly on existing settlements
• A site that respects the landscape context as described by
the policy documents
• An employment allocation that is already underway in terms
of planning.
• A vision for a truly sustainable community which is
deliverable on this site in the truest sense of the concept.
When measured against the competing sites, both within the
South West Sector and others within the NPA to meet requirements, the site is an easily serviced and in an unconstrained
location for accommodating strategic growth that is available
for early delivery.
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